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Prepare to have your HYPNOTIZED mind TWISTED... 

Rating: Not Rated Yet 
Price 
Sales price $33.00

Ask a question about this product 

Description 

Down the Rabbit Hole (43 minutes):

Prepare to have your HYPNOTIZED mind TWISTED.  In this EROTIC fantasy, a dark re-telling
of a classic fairy tale, My HYPNO slave will be captured and LOST.  An enchanted land with a
powerful Queen, I will haunt your mind forever.

Feeling curious?  you won't be able to resist needing to know what awaits you in MY Twisted
Wonderland.  A spiral-eyed rabbit's invitation just for you.  Come on... Come to Me... Fall into a
HYPNOTIC world where ANYTHING IS POSSIBLE, a world of MAGIC and ENSLAVEMENT.

you will face public trial in the Queen's court.  She KNOWS ALL and there will be no escape
from Her.

Come, SUBMIT to your dangerously addictive and wicked Domina in this tale of submission.

BE WARNED:  This mp3 session is a bit darker than usual and features some very soft
humiliation by the QUEEN Herself.  I know this just makes you want it MORE ~giggles~ 
Awwww, don't worry, it'll be OK, My pet.  NOW, PLEASE ME and submit to My TWISTED
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Wonderland.

Reviews

Thursday, 08 July 2021 

What a wonderful little trip down the rabbit hole this is... For anybody who, upon reading the description, might be slightly concerned
about the ideas of 'slightly darker' or 'humiliation' then please, put your concerns and worries aside, and simply press play and submit.
There is nothing except Domina being playful in a slightly different way, but it's obvious, that's all it is. She makes it fit well with the
theme, and by the end, She lifts you right back up again. Before my first listen, i recalled Domina's words to me, after She knew this
would be next up on my list, She told me there would be no way back, no going back at all, and i have to agree. There is something that
makes me feel i have taken another irrevocable step with this, and i know that i can never go back, more importantly though, when She
can do 'this' why would i want to? If you enjoy Domina's story telling, and you enjoy just sliding down into hypnotic oblivion, as She
guides you, then this file is a must have... Drop down the rabbit hole, and become trapped by The Queen. ?

social recluse 

Thursday, 30 July 2020 

From the moment I press play I'm taken into the realm of Domina and must follow her words.
This file pulls me down in a way i have never experienced before.
I feel like I'm actually travelling down the rabbit hole and can hear the voices calling me.
I do lose c
More of these like this please Domina.

Martin Bell 

Monday, 27 July 2020 

Going down the rabbit hole for Domina Shelle is an amazing experience, as she masterfully brings you into sleep, weaving a familiar tale
until you cannot do anything but submit to her power

Thomas 

Sunday, 26 July 2020 

I have been willingly placing Domina’s recordings on repeat before falling asleep for the night for the past few weeks. Due to this,
Domina has be able to so condition my mind to Her voice that it’s now virtually impossible to fall asleep without Her voice running
through my head. Repeatedly tumbling deeper down into wonderland is an amazingly restful way to spend the night close to my Domina.

slave vanessa 

Sunday, 26 July 2020 

Do you know to dream about waking up from a dream? In this file i fall into a hypnotic dream about starting a dream in a dream ..Down
the Rabbit Hole is an intelligent file with loops and twists - it's really fun to listen to! Domina is giving a wicked promise "to show me a
place where i can use 100% of my brain's capacity" and leads me into mind control. Being tricked, confused, and a little bit humiliated
comes with a large portion of arousal. I just love all about that file! 

nadette  

Wednesday, 15 July 2020 

I never really thought of myself as Alice, but this session was one hell of a ride. Down the Rabbit Hole is almost like a condensed version
of the Sleeping Forest series. I loved how the Queen of my heart wove the Alice in Wonderland influences with confusion techniques.

Marcus Jetson 

Monday, 13 July 2020 

There is no escaping from Queen / Domina. She is in my mind now and i don't really want to escape. Maybe i should have stayed in the
kennel. 

Toni Mäkelä 
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Sunday, 12 July 2020 

What a wonderful and amazing journey! Dominas story had my mind captive and so deeply entrained into her story the entire time... I
must have gone so VERY very Deep down the rabbit hole that I almost lost my head! Excellent story telling and such an amazing
session! 

Bubbles 

Sunday, 12 July 2020 

I remember a rabbit and falling a very long way down a hole into a spiral and going so deep down . . . then everything gets very
confusing. I woke with the feeling that something had changed, something in the depths of my mind but I couldn't remember what was
different. But it doesn't matter, Domina's brainwashing is good for me. I trust her completely. I only want to fall deeper and deeper down
the rabbit hole.

David Myers 

Sunday, 12 July 2020 

Wow...Wow..Wow that about sums up this file. Wow. Domina is truly amazing at story telling. Her ability to weave a wonderful tale and at
the same time hypnotize you into a deep trance is remarkable. She really deserves an award for this one. This file was is only 43
minutes long but I woke hours later. I guess I was really out of it. One thing that I do recall from the file is you will never get her out of
your head. How true. Domina is like a permanent fixture in my mind anymore. I can only strive to be a better slave for her. An obedient
slave for her. I love Domina. I love the stories she tells us in order to teach us.

Slippery 

Saturday, 11 July 2020 

Domina's ability to send you deep into trance with the only induction being her voice is amazing. This classic story is told as only she
could do it, if you think you can escape Domina's Wonderland then think again! She is or will be a part of you so just give up and submit
to her. You don't want to loose your head ..... be happy there is no escape.

Michael 

Friday, 10 July 2020 

A wonderful tale retold as only Domina can tell a tale. enthralled by her perfect voice, led into a land of magic and wonder, familiar but
strange.
Very different from Domina’s normal style and i did find it difficult to let go all of the time. For the first time in ages i did not achieve very
deep trance for Domina. That said, it was still an amazing ride, the power in Domina’s voice, the skill She has as a hypnotist, clearly
evident and awesome to behold.
Having listened, and felt Domina’s power and control, I am thankful she dominates through love. I know if idispleased her she has the
power to seriously punish, a fate to be avoided. For true fans of hypnosis and Domina’s control, another compulsion, another classic for
the collection.

dileas 
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